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VISION & MISSION
Impacting patient lives by teaching computers to automatically
read and diagnose medical imaging studies at scale.

MEDICAL IMAGING FACTS
3.6 Billion global scans / year
450 PB/year - Doubles every 5 years (IDC Health Insights, 2017)
4 Billion individuals in radiology - scarce zones (Dross et al JACR 2014)
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THE CHALLENGE
The demand for medical imaging services is continuously increasing, outpacing the supply of qualified
radiologists and stretching them to increase output, without compromising patient care.

WE TRANSFORM PATIENT CARE USING AI
Zebra-Med uses AI to empower radiologists and help them along with health providers
manage the ever increasing workload without compromising quality of care.

OUR METHODOLOGY
We teach computers to automatically read and diagnose millions of medical imaging studies with clinical records
to create high-performance algorithms that detect medical conditions faster, for numerous findings in parallel.

ZEBRA-MED SOLUTIONS
a wide range of AI products
for Radiology, Cardiology, ER and more. A wide range

Bone Health Solution - VCF identification vertebral compression fractures in

Cardiac Solution - CCSng analyze existing coronary data to provide an ‘early-warning’
FDA panding

Neuro Solution - ICH, MLS a radiological computer-aided triage and notification
ICH and MLS 510K pending.
COVID19 Solution relieves the burden on health systems globally by providing
timely decision support tools for clinicians.
For investigational use only

Chest solution:
Abnormal Chest X-ray. Pneumothorax (FDA,CE),
(FDA, CE), Pulmonary opacities (Investigational use), Free air (investigational use).

clinically significant findings.
Normal Chest X-ray. A radiological workflow tool to optimize the
reporting on chest x-rays with no radiological evidence of clinically-significant
abnormalities. Not commercially available in the US, for investigational use only.
Mammo Solution - 2D Mammo Triage aid the mammographer with a more accurate
reading of suspicious lesions while reducing the number of false positives that
hamper the current solutions.

HOW IT WORKS
Automated Imaging Analytics Engine

Zebra Medical Vision is HIPAA and GDPR compliant and has taken the organizational
and technical measures in place to fulfill its fundamental requirements.
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Over 20
granted patents

A robust mix of data science,
clinical research and collaborations
to achieve game changing results
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DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS FOOTPRINT
Over 10,000 hospitals in 40 countries
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…We were quite pleased with the Zebra-med
pilot and results, and as such are
expanding our use of the technology to
increase the patient flow into our FLS
program in 2018 and 2019…”

…Our radiologists are gaining
a level of trust in the emerging technology
and are adapting to the integration
of AI results into real-time
radiology reporting…

…Zebra-med’s acute CXR pneumothorax and
CT Brain bleed products demonstrated a
promising potential to substantially reduce
turn around time and increase the radiologist’s
confidence in making these diagnoses…”
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PROVEN ROI

TRIAGE:
85% Reduction in time to detect Pneumothorax
and Intracranial Hemorrhage cases

COMPRESSION FRACTURE:
with 100% treated patients satisfaction
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